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1.  Summarize special skills and qualifications you have acquired through your MLS industry 
involvement, including your volunteer work with CMLS and other organizations that bring value 
to the CMLS membership.  
If MLS is your profession then volunteering is your business. I'm a firm believer that I have two ears and one mouth 
for a good reason - better to listen and understand then to speak sometimes. That idea has served me very well for 
the eighteen years I have been in the industry. Our industry is in constant flux - what are the best practices MLSs 
should follow; who are the stakeholders we serve; what is our value proposition to the markets we serve; how do we 
transition from a listing based philosophy to a parcel based information provider; how many MLSs should there really 
be; what is the best national policy for our industry; and finally, in the end isn't it really about how we best facilitate 
transactions among competitors and offer superior service?  
 
It's impossible to offer a one size fits all response or panacea to our industry on these 1 I and the many important 
challenges and opportunities our industry faces. However, it's possible to knit together a comprehensive approach to 
serving our individual MLSs as well as the industry. The answer is get involved! I have lead by example by serving on 
many NAR committees including the MLS Policy Committee, Emerging Trends and Technology, and NAR MLS 
Advisory Group, as well as COVE. I also have the great opportunity of serving on the RESO Board of Directors. Finally, 
I have the tremendous opportunity of serving with the 2017 CMLS leadership team as Secretary/Treasurer. 
 

2. What do you see as the most important issues, opportunities, and threats that CMLS must 
address to remain relevant to our members and their stakeholders while taking an insightful, 
forward-thinking approach to provide solutions that lead to a better marketplace? 
A general and common issue I observe is the level and kinds of services an MLS offers today is being 
defined by pressures outside of ourselves and the stakeholders we serve. MLSs must embrace innovation 
and challenge ourselves today for tomorrow’s sake. 
 
However, CMLS and the MLSs we serve have the opportunity to define tomorrow. CMLS has created real 
momentum with our partnership with NAR and the ability to participate in the decision-making process. I 
am a firm supporter of this partnership and feel it will benefit all MLSs to cultivate this relationship and 
grow this further. Along with our important strategic relationship with NAR, I feel it’s vital to have a shared 
vision with RESO and build on that alliance where possible. I also feel that if CMLS is to be beneficially 
impactful for the industry at large, that we build a stronger coalition with the Brokers we serve through 
those organizations that represent them, LeadingRE and the Realty Alliance. 
 
The only real threat to MLS today is ourselves. Falling victim to complacency and what made us successful 
historically could be a hurdle to positive change. We must embrace the cliché that “Good is the Enemy of 
Great”. If not, we could find ourselves with a mindset that evolution and change may be difficult if not 
impossible. We must not be afraid to take chances and be the change. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
3. What are your top three reason you decided to apply for consideration to serve as a CMLS Board 

Officer?  
1. My personality is one of service. Through both my military and professional career I have lead by example. 

I believe in the American dream and the many opportunities home ownerships brings with it. Our Brokers 
deliver that dream to consumers and I believe the MLS should do all it can to deliver those necessary 
services to Brokers. CMLS helps ensure that MLSs are best prepared to deliver those services today. I have 
been, am, and will continue to be committed to serving our MLS industry and CMLS. 

2. CMLS is helping evolve and improve our MLS industry. I want to be a part of that positive change and 
encourage all willing industry participants to take part in our MLS industry of tomorrow. 

3. I want to help prepare and encourage the industry for the infusion of new MLS leadership of today and 
tomorrow. I want to help ensure our MLS bench is heavy with talent and knowledge. As we transition to a 
new generation of MLS Executives that help create the MLS industry of the future. I want CMLS to be the 
primary cultivator of those leaders as well as their fraternity. 
 

Biography 
 
Chris Carrillo serves as the President & CEO of Metro MLS and Wiredata in the greater Milwaukee area. Collectively, the 
MLS serves over 7,200 Realtors in 2,100 offices as well as provide public records to a variety of companies throughout the 
State of Wisconsin. Metro MLS prides itself in facilitating cooperation and compensation to Broker members by providing 
them timely accurate listing content and property information.  
 
With a firm belief that you can’t simply let problems fix themselves, he has volunteered in a variety of MLS Industry roles 
and positions. Chris is active within the industry currently serving on the NAR MLS Issues and Policies Committee, as an 
active member of the COVE Group, on NAR’s MLS Executive’s Advisory Committee and serves as Secretary/Treasurer of 
CMLS. He has also previously served on NAR’s Technology and Emerging Trends workgroup, served as Chairman of NAR’s 
MLS Executive’s Forum as well as MLS Executive Appointee to the NAR Board of Directors. When he’s not playing MLS, Chris 
is a hopeless Bears fan, Hawks fan and a huge fan of watching his children play sports with his wife Felicia. Chris is a Veteran 
of the United States ARMY MP Corp and attended Northern Illinois University. GO HUSKIES! 
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